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Ta da!!!
Here it is … the long awaited TEDx talk 'It's called Making Love isn't it?'
"For all mums of teenage boys, for all mums with
daughters, for all 30 and 40 something women dissatisfied
with their intimacy, for all men who love women and
sexual desire doesn't equate with sexual prowess or
function and for everyone who is ready to watch a brilliant
TEDx talk — watch this."
May the (Love) Force be with you,

Janet

Kindly visit websites:

http://theconsciousheart.com/

and
Also:

http://janetmcgeever.com/

http://makingloveretreat.com.au/
Pascas Care – Male Initiative on Sex

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E29ELBiOdCI

It’s called Making Love isn’t it?: Janet McGeever at TEDxNoosa
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It’s called Making Love, Isn’t it?
Janet McGeever TEDx Talk – 12 April 2013
Does anyone here have teenagers? Have you ever tried to speak to them about sex? I remember
approaching my teenage daughter and all I got was the hand. “Mum I know. I don’t want to talk
about it.”
Did you know in Australia an estimated 70% of boys have seen porn by the time they are 12. And
100% by the time they are 15?
‘Porn has become the global education handbook for many boys’ according to Melinda Tankard
Reist.
70% boys seen porn by 12 yrs
And if there’s no other loving alternative, where are they to go?
The fact that porn is so available on the internet and what we absorb through the media means we
as adults and our children are exposed more than ever in history to a sexuality that does little to
honour the human form and certainly puts an expectation of how sex should be, onto young
minds, both male and female.
70% boys seen porn by 12 yrs
100% boys seen porn by 15 yrs
Steve Biddulf, Australian psychologist and leading author on raising boys and girls, says that in his
earlier years of practice, he would see a small percentage of girls with the obvious signs of sexual
abuse – Self‐loathing, depression, anxiety, addictions and difficulty in being close. Now, parents
and health care professionals across the world, report that millions of girls are showing the same
symptoms without having been abused sexually – many say that it is the overtly sexualized culture
they’ve grown up in.
“Porn has become the global education handbook for many boys”
Melinda Tankard Reist
Author, Speaker, Journalist
Co‐founder of Collective Shout – a world free of sexploitation
Every time a boy a girl, woman or man watches porn they are strengthening the neural pathways
in the brain to create the visual that this is how sex is … there are now men in their twenties who
have watched so much porn that they have trouble sustaining an erection. The real thing just
doesn’t live up to the fantasy of porn … sex has become something in the mind.
Fortunately now, thousands of men are giving up porn to recover their sexual function.
What porn has been teaching, is that sex and love don’t belong together. It teaches that sex, high
excitement, novelty, performance and now sadly, violence go together.
And this is the thing – Sex and love have become strange bedfellows … they rarely share the same
bed.
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This is not a moral argument….. This is an argument for love.
It’s called ‘Making Love’ isn’t it? How can we bring sex and love together?

My Story
What got me here is that for years, I couldn’t understand why my body had closed down sexually. I
just couldn’t live up to the picture portrayed in the media, about this ever ready ‘up for it’ woman.
I felt my womanhood was lacking.

I went on a quest … to find out what could create a sustainable, loving, sexual relationship.
There are 3 main things I learned.
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The first thing I found was that there was actually NOTHING wrong with my woman’s body at all
… what a relief!
The second thing was that sexually, a woman’s body and a man’s functions VERY differently.
The third thing was that conventional sex, with its intensity, tension, and stimulation, actually
has a lot of negative consequences on the body, mind and emotions for both men and women.
Polarities

What I discovered was that our bodies are like magnets with dynamic and receptive poles.
As women, we live naturally from our hearts – we’re nurturers, caregivers, we feed babies from
our breasts. The breasts and heart are the place where this dynamic quality is generated in a
woman’s body. Once this area is available in lovemaking, and a woman relaxes within herself, a
beautiful vitality begins to resonate in her genitals, as the receptive organ in her body. This takes
time. A woman’s body opens more slowly.
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For a man, his dynamic quality is in his genitals, so he is more easily ready! He also needs the time
to allow a shift to his receptive area in the heart, where he can connect more with his partner in
love.
Sex is often genitally focused, completely missing this whole area of a woman’s and a man’s body –
the heart, breasts and chest – the place where we feel love. Because this is a woman’s dynamic
pole, her body can close.
This can create a real separation between a man and woman.
Orgasm

Also, in conventional sex, both men and women are working towards a goal, usually orgasm
right? or some women trying to get it all over with as soon as possible. This means their attention
is in the future, not in the present moment, not in their body and not with their partner.
More sensation = less sensitive

Our bodies are so sensitive and our genitals are very fine tender organs, particularly for a
woman, and we subject them to a lot of friction, a lot of heat, a lot of tension in conventional sex.
With more and more stimulation, we become less sensitive, and so we have to ramp things up and
seek more and more sensational experiences, upsetting the natural magnetism in the bodies.
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Body is so forgiving

The beautiful thing about the body is that it is so forgiving. Once we understand these forces in our
bodies and re‐orientate ourselves to more relaxed lovemaking, without forcing anything, the
natural magnetism begins to flow. The sensitivity returns and the body responds as it was
originally designed to. The body responds to love.
Take the time

If we take the time to allow the bodies to relax more, instead of creating tension, to be in the
moment instead of being ahead of ourselves, to feel in our bodies, instead of the mind and fantasy,
bring more innocence and tenderness to our exchanges, then love and harmony will grow for a
couple. Loving couples create loving families. Loving families contribute positively to community.
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Conclusion

Changing the way we make love takes commitment. There is a lot to unlearn from our
conditioning. It doesn’t happen overnight.
I believe, at these crucial and confusing times, when there is so much misunderstanding about
sexuality, and potentially good relationships are suffering, it is a valuable journey for men and
women to take.
For a start, all of the problems resulting from conventional sex just fall away. I found myself to be
so much more peaceful, far less emotional, more loving, more compassionate, my health improved
significantly and I was able to be more creative in my outside life.
About the same time I discovered this information, and experienced it’s benefits for myself and my
partner, I approached my daughter again and she was more open to listening.
I’ll never forget this day. It was a beautiful sunny December day. We spent hours lying under the
pine trees at Coolum Beach sharing what I’d learned and what I knew in my heart and my body to
be true all along. It was one of the most fulfilling days of my life as a mother. It was a gift to us
both. And I hope this is a gift for generations to come.
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‘I just became an object’: the porn driven experiment on young people’s sexuality
http://melindatankardreist.com/2013/07/i-just-became-an-object-the-porn-driven-experiment-on-young-peoples-sexuality/

Over exposure is making teens pawns to porn
July 28th, 2013
A 15-year-old boy confided in me after I addressed his class at a Sydney school last year. He cried as he
told me he had been using porn since the age of nine. He didn’t have a social life, had few friends, had
never had a girlfriend. His life revolved around online porn. He wanted to stop, he said, but didn’t
know how.
I have had similar conversations with other boys since then.
Girls also share their experiences. Of boys pressuring them to provide porn-inspired acts. Of being
expected to put up with things they don’t enjoy. Of seeing sex in terms of performance. Girls as young
as 12 show me the text messages they routinely receive requesting naked images.
Pornography is invading the lives of young people –
70% of boys and 53.5% of girls have seen porn by age
12, 100 % of boys and 97% of girls by age 16,
according to a study behind the book The Sex Lives of
Australian Teenagers, by Joan Sauers.
This is an unprecedented experiment on the sexual
development of young people. The Australian Medical
Association says there is a strong relationship between
exposure to sexually explicit material and sexual
behaviour that predisposes to adverse sexual and mental
health outcomes.
The 2012 report of Britain’s Independent Parliamentary
Inquiry into Online Child Protection found that
exposure to porn had a negative impact on children’s
attitudes to sex, relationships and body image. Crosscountry studies link teens’ frequent consumption of porn with acceptance of sexual harassment and
forcing someone into sex.
The globalisation of pornographic imagery has led to destructive ideas about sex. This is canvassed in
the documentary Love and Sex in an Age of Pornography, which screened on SBS Two on Friday night
and will be repeated on August 15 on SBS One. Co-directed by Maree Crabbe and David Corlett, the
film draws on interviews with 75 young people.
It shows how healthy sexual exploration is distorted in a pornified world. The importance of consent
and respect has become clouded. Boys are imitating what they see online and find that girls don’t
always groan with pleasure at porn-styled sexual pounding.
According to a 2010 content analysis of the most popular porn, 88% of scenes included acts of physical
aggression and 48% of scenes contained verbal aggression. In 94% of cases, the aggression was
directed towards women who were often shown enjoying it.
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Jake, 18, says of his first sexual experience at 15: ”First time I had sex, because I’d watched so much
porn, I thought all chicks dig this, all chicks want this done to them … all chicks love it there. So I tried
all this stuff and, yeah, it turned out bad …
”When a guy watches porn: ‘that’s hot, I want to try that. You, do this, this and this,’ you know what I
mean? And they will just keep pressuring and pressuring. I’ve got mates who do it. They will tell you,
‘Yeah, she didn’t want to at first but I just kept hounding her and hounding her and finally she let me
…”’
The level of disempowerment in the girls is disheartening. Disconnected from their own sense of
pleasure and intimacy, they often pretend to like certain acts to keep a boy happy. Often he doesn’t
even ask permission.
Sara, 20, says, ”Girls, they love it in porn, so maybe boys think that girls like that and, you know, when
you love someone, you know, you’re always willing to just … make them happy. [if] I’m in love, then
I’ll do it for you and I’ll pretend that I like it … And in the end … I just became an object … ”
Porn has also contributed to body-image dissatisfaction. Boys think they need bigger penises. Girls
have their pubic hair removed because boys who regularly consume porn think it’s disgusting. Sara
says: ”[Porn stars] are really pretty … like they’ve got gigantic breasts and … perfectly moulded
vaginas … my body does not look like that.”
Co-director Crabbe says what was most striking to her in making the film was the pressure porn put on
young people.
”Young people are receiving very unhelpful messages about what it means to be a man, or a woman,
and about sexuality,” she says. ”It’s selling sexuality short. Where do young people find mutually
consenting, pleasurable experiences of sexuality in a culture in which the porn industry has such a
powerful voice?”
One sign of hope is the young people who want just that. They have a desire for something better than
what porn offers, a quest for authentic intimacy and love. As Joel says: ”It is all about being close to
that person and showing them how much you love them.”
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Stepping away from pornography can have dramatic life enhancing developments.
A gentleman from USofA had a profound outcome from the contents of the preceding short talk as
presented by Janet.
The first email from the viewer from within the States:
When I discovered (a week ago) what porn has done to my brain, my sexual response, and my
relationship with my wife (of 20 years), I gave it up immediately. Through a series of readings
and discoveries, I saw your Ted talk, then found your site and workshop.
While I would love to come to your workshop with my wife, it would be difficult for us to make
the trip from USofA and spend the week away from our daughter. Do you know of anyone in
the U.S. doing this work?
Thank you for what you are doing. This world desperately needs this work.
And this is his second email, after sharing some resources with him, including Gene's 'Six Initiatives for
Men' – his book on his website:
Initially, I was seeking to understand and heal from my porn addiction, and to repair the
damage I've done to myself and my marriage. But I am amazed to find that I've discovered so
much more. I know I'm only at the beginning of this journey, but I am already excited about
this new way of being with my wife; my anxiety about having to "perform" has completely
subsided. That's nothing short of miraculous.
Thank you for being a part of my "new awakening". Blessings.
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PORNOGRAPHY linked to CASTRO’s CRIMES:
Ariel Castro says a pornography addiction and ‘sexual problem’ have taken his mind. He also says he
was sexually abused as a child.
"My addiction to pornography and my sexual problems has really taken a toll on my mind," he said.
"I was a victim as a child and it just kept going," he said.
But Dr. Ellen Casper, a psychologist who treats addictions at her Beachwood practice, said that alone is
not to blame for Castro's horrific behavior.
"It's one thing to engage in a pornographic website or in a chat room for an adult who has no other
psychiatric problems," she said. "But for someone like Ariel Castro, my guess is that this is an
individual who, whether he was a victim himself, he probably has other diagnoses which caused him to
commit these kinds of horrific behaviors."
That being said, addiction to porn is a growing problem, according to Casper.
"I believe it's the result of living in a very high-stress world where the economy has been unstable," she
said. "People's satisfaction has been compromised and the pornographic imagery is so immediately and
instantly accessible that people are finding these websites and venues as a means of creating selfsatisfaction."
Casper said there is help for people who feel that porn has become an addiction for them.
"The behavior becomes the primary focus above family, health, work, friendships," she said, "and also
the behavior becomes destructive."
Castro will return to court 1 August 2013 for sentencing. He's expected to receive life without parole
plus 1,000 years.
Former Cleveland school bus driver Ariel Castro has agreed to plead guilty and be imprisoned for life
for kidnapping and raping three women he held captive in his home for about a decade.
At a court hearing today, Ohio prosecutors in turn agreed that Castro will not be eligible for the death
penalty.
Castro (53) clad in an orange prison jumpsuit, told Cuyahoga County Judge Michael Russo that he
understood he would never emerge from prison under the agreement. “I do understand that,” he
responded. “I knew I was pretty much going to get the book thrown at me.”
Castro, who pleaded not guilty in an earlier hearing, was arrested on 6th May 2013, after one of the
victims, Berry, managed to flee to the front door of the four-bedroom home and shout for help. DeJesus
and Knight were also rescued by police.
The three women were abducted separately between 2002 and 2004, when they were 14, 16 and 20
years old.
Castro was charged with 977 counts, including kidnapping and rape, for the abduction and
imprisonment of Gina DeJesus (23), Michelle Knight (32), and Amanda Berry (27).
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The women disappeared between 2002 to 2004, and were freed from Castro’s home in a rundown area
of Cleveland on May 6th, 2013. A girl (6) who, according to DNA evidence, was fathered by Castro
with Ms Berry during her captivity was also rescued.
The women had been bound for periods of time in chains or ropes and endured starvation, beatings and
sexual assaults, according to court documents and a police report. Avoiding a trial would spare them
from having to testify.
His indictment includes two counts of aggravated murder related to accusations that he punched and
starved one of the women until she miscarried.Under Ohio law, prosecutors could have sought the death
penalty for the murder charge, but the plea agreement precludes that.
http://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/us/cleveland-kidnap-accused-castro-agrees-to-plea-deal-1.1476145

Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own soul, but
also true to God’s soul. So doing your Healing by honouring all your feelings, IS
living the will of God. And being fully Healed, IS living even more truly the Will of
your Mother and Father.

LIVE FEELINGS FIRST
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CASTRO’S SUMMATIONS HAVE a LOT of VALIDITY:
Judas' Experience of the Hells

Received by H.R

September 6th, 2001
P.78 ‘Judas of Kerioth’ by Geoff Cutler
The location from within the hells being experienced was described as follows:
I saw a disastrous landscape. Everything was dry, the earth cracked, a few trunks like skeletons
without life, the streams had disappeared, leaving behind only their stony beds. There was no
sunshine anymore, everything seemed dark, like a winter dawn in the northern regions, but without
snow, and the silence of death reigned.

“Well, this is how the place looked like, where the spirit took me. There he left me, saying that I could
find an abandoned house, and that there I would have to live, until I had the capacity to leave that place.
“You think that it was horrible, but I tell you frankly, I didn't find this so bad in the beginning. I met
with many spirits in my own condition, I got used to the little light and the barren landscape, but
eventually I almost despaired. The negativity, so much negativity in those spirits! I had always been a
cheerful person, I liked to joke, to sing, to dance, but at this place, in this hell, there was no singing or
dancing, neither laughter nor a single word of comfort. Everybody took care of his own business, there
was not much communication, there was not much to do, nothing to read, nothing to write, only
thinking. And there were no children.
“And my memories came, good and bad memories, but mainly the recollection of my betrayal of the
Master and of my suicide. I don't know which one was worse.
“One day, one of my taciturn neighbours broke his silence and told me that Jesus had visited this place
some short time ago. He had told them that there was hope for them, that they could leave this place,
and that further on a better world was waiting for them. But very few paid attention to him.
“When I heard this, I really broke down. Maybe there was hope, yes, but not for me. I had caused
Jesus' death, of that luminous spirit, as the neighbour described him to me. What could I do? Nothing
but to be resigned.
“I also found out that there were better places, which I could visit, and I did so. I found places very
similar to Earth, with more light, much more light than where I lived, and the spirits were better, that is
to say, they looked better, they treated me well in spite of my ugliness, but I simply didn't belong there, I
had to return.
“As I visited these brighter places, we were visited by spirits from the lowest hells, but what a horror!
They were disgusting! And with that I not only refer to their appearance, but to their way of being, with
so much negativity, they were furious, wild, and we rejected them. They did not stay with us, but
returned to their place, where they belonged.
“Some of my neighbours told me that they had lived in these deeper hells before, and that the place
where we lived now, almost seemed like paradise to them, compared with that place. They described
the constant aggressions, physical, verbal and mental, which these spirits suffered and inflicted, and that
their world was even darker than ours, and that they often, almost like some kind of sport, tried to
influence mortals, looking for people with certain inclinations and inciting them to commit atrocities.
“When they had incited some poor fellow, whom they had chosen, to violate a girl, they hollered at him:
"Finish her off! She will denounce you!" And when the violator had murdered his victim, they went
away screaming and screeching with pleasure. They also tried to satisfy their addictions, clinging to the
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mind of an alcoholic, of a sexual abuser, of any person with these inclinations, but the satisfaction that
they took out of living this "second hand" remake of what the mortal experienced, was not true
satisfaction. They pushed the mortal deeper and deeper into his vice, but they themselves, in turn,
obtained little pleasure.
“It was a hideous image they painted, and although our small hell vibrated from negativity, it was even
worse there, it was like a swamp of perversions. We were lucky being able to live here, they explained
to me.
“Sometimes we received the visit of luminous spirits, but I avoided them and I hid. I didn't want to fall
into worse depressions, seeing them so happy and joyful, while I am here in this horrible place.”

You cannot manufacture your
condition in the spirit world – you
look exactly as you are, warts and
all.
We can process our emotions
here as in the spirit world. Our
façade prevents this from
happening – we are not seeing
ourselves truthfully.
mirror, mirror, on the wall… ooops!

Figure 11 – 2 Hands of Light
Barbara Ann Brennan

Within the spirit world, our clothing,
which is part of our spirit body, is
representative of our soul condition. Thus
our outer garments are indicative of our
soul condition, nothing is concealed or
concealable. On Earth, you may look
attractive, but in the spirit world, you
show your true self.
Yes, there are mirrors in the spirit world.
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1st sphere
spirits
influence
on us.

Spirit influence, spirits hook into you through your
unhealed emotions – errors in your soul. You can plug
up these holes in your barrier around your soul by
processing and clearing your emotions.

Your barrier around your soul
will be complete so that you will
have no fear about anything once
you become at one with God.

Fissures and cracks

spirits

Rage }
Fear }
Grief }

The spirit that hooks into you is attaching to the emotion
that you need to heal.
The spirit will lead you in the opposite direction you want
to go.
The thoughts the spirit puts into your mind relate to the
errors of the spirit that is attracted to you, their colour
matches the colours you have.
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People who are in the spirit world, who are in this terrible rage, have nothing to break. The
things that they are angry with are all not there, but they are in this rage still. So what happens
is that they get immediately attracted back to earth and to someone who is in that state, and
they heighten that state so that they can get rid of some of their own frustration.

Temporary insanity happens
through these connections.
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If you are a drunkard here on Earth, you pass. Why were you
drinking? Due to an emotional pain of some kind that you were
trying to mask with alcohol. Your drinking was for that purpose.
You pass and there is no alcohol. What would you do? You still
want to mask the emotional pain. So you attach to somebody who
drinks. So many of these people / spirits surround pubs and all
these places waiting for a person (in the physical) to take their first
drink, and when they do, they can connect to them, and the spirits
just keep them there. Now this is why, now a days, you have people
who keep on drinking and they are totally unconscious of what
they are saying anymore. You can talk to them and they can speak
to you. You ask them what happened the next day and they have
no recollection whatsoever. That is a spirit influence. A spirit
cannot make us do something that we do not intend to do.
By releasing your emotions, this may generally help the spirits
surrounding you as well as yourself.
Most of us are surrounded
by large numbers of spirits.

SPIRITUAL UNIVERSE CAMPS
NATURAL
LOVE camp

CELESTIAL
DIVINE LOVE camp

Celestial Spirits, since 22 March 2017,
now control all spirit communications.
religious group
}
political group
}
power control
}
economic system group
}
these spirits used to control the governments
on earth – they are now blocked
Malevolent spirits have no very low energy individuals – interacting with
power even though they used individuals.
to try to influence us.

MALEVOLENT
SPIRITS camp
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Dark spirits, being those with poor
soul conditions, are shrivelled up
and with little energy to express
their bad attitudes. The Law of
Non-Interference prevents them
from causing harm to other spirit
people or to people in physical
bodies. They are isolated within
the dark Spheres of Disharmony.

UNLOVING PERSONALITY
Soul encrusted with negative and damaging
emotions and beliefs held by the mind in the
spirit body. Soul is choked of love and the
darkness impedes the flow of love which
darkens the spirit body and damages the
physical body for all to see.

LOVING PERSONALITY
Spirit body mind is clear of man-made
negative emotions and beliefs. The flow of
love from the soul illuminates the spirit
body and brings beautiful harmony and
health to the physical body for all to see.
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WHAT is GOING to PROTECT YOU:
1. Never compromise the truth, Divine Truth from God’s perspective, no matter how
much it terrifies you. (Loins girded with truth.)
2. You can only achieve protection from God and Divine Love spirits when you have a
true willingness to feel the causal emotion – strong passionate soul level desire to ask
for and receive Divine Love.
Our own negative emotions open up our desire
to communicate with like individuals, we need
willingness to address unhealed emotions.
ANGER
spirits

TERROR / FEAR
GRIEF

Every time I am angry is a demonstration of my unwillingness to
deal with an emotion. Many of us have a desire to be angry. Do I
want to become willing, that is, a soul willingness?

PROTECTION:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Truth – person and divine.
Willingness to feel, see, etc., our emotions.
Divine truth is logical and emotional.
Don’t project anger at others or yourself.
Faith.
Divine Truth is also Divine Love.

“The opening up of the soul permits a permanent exchange with Divinity, a permanent
recharge of this healing energy that allows not only the re-establishment of lost health, but the
continuity of health, providing such a perfect balance, even in the physical body, that noxious
agents like bacteria and virus cannot find any opportunity to unchain pathological reactions,
which we commonly call illness.

“But it is true that people without the benefit of Divine Love would lack the protective shield,
which the intrinsic healing energies of Divine Love provide for those who pray for our
Heavenly Father’s Grace.”
P.6 Judas of Kerioth
Judas – August 19th, 2001
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WE EACH have a Nature Spirit pair, Spirit Guide pair and an Angelic Pair:
For those doing their Healing or are interested in doing it
will from that time have their own personal angels, spirit guides
and nature spirits with them, with whom they are to develop their
own relationships should they want to. It is not about ‘sharing’
the same angels or guides or nature spirits, it is about you
relating specifically to your ‘own’ ones because they are
provided for YOU. It’s all for you, to maximise the experiences
we each need.
We are all to have our own pure relationships. And it’s the same
of course in life with your friends, however over there, in spirit,
dealing with Nature Spirits, Spirit Guides, and Angels, it’s more
personal and private and ‘JUST FOR YOU’. So we have our own separate, unique relationships.
For example, Nature Spirit Verna has been assigned to be specifically and only with James, and she
ain’t going to be assigned to anyone else, so she won’t be sharing herself around.
This is SO IMPORTANT to understand so that in future there won’t be all these people claiming to be
speaking with Verna or Mary Magdalene or Jesus or Nanna Beth or anyone else who is part of it all in
such capacity. Mary M and Jesus have spoken with James as they have, making it quite clear he is all
they are speaking with.
We each have a band of a Nature Spirit pair, Spirit Guide pair, and an Angelic pair, each pair being in
their ‘soulmate’ relationship. Even though we are ascending mortals having a soulmate, even our
soulmate has his or her own group of six personalities assisting him or her. Our assigned Nature Spirits
do not continue with us into spirit, our Spirit Guides may for a time assist upon entry to the spirit
Mansion Worlds, however, our personal Angelic pair continues with us to Paradise, and then even
possibly being with us throughout eternity.
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In a way each person’s Indwelling Spirit, which is really God, is contracting out the work
needed to be done with you to other agencies, so to us spirits, the angels, the nature spirits,
other elements under the Divine Minister’s control, even other non‐humanity spirits, all of
which end up doing increasingly more amounts of what your Indwelling Spirit does. And this
‘out sourcing’ is to affect greater personality interaction, increasing your experiences so they
are maximised through interaction with different personalities rather than just relying solely
on God. We are overall to become increasingly at‐one with God, but we are to do that by
becoming increasingly immersed in the experience of being with others.
Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven: 25 December 2018

We each have a band of a Nature Spirit pair, Spirit Guide pair, and an Angelic pair, each pair
being in their ‘soulmate’ relationship. In addition we have our personal Indwelling Spirit.
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REVELATION
James Padgett

1914 – 1923

REVELATION
Marion and James
Moncrief
2002
– ongoing

James Padgett bravely introduced the availability of the
Mother and Father’s Divine Love and a great deal of
additional guidance and information, all of which has been
supplemented by Samuels, Judas, Reid and Arnold. All
writers were under restrictions of personality and
circumstances. Revelation 1 opened the door for humanity.

Marion and James Moncrief have recognised the need for one
to engage in Feeling Healing and, by their actions, removed
restrictions that James Padgett and others above endured,
thus JM is able to critique the writings of the past 100 years
resolving points of confusion as well as expand on what has
been written. Revelation 2 is humanity’s turning point.

Due to the extra-ordinary nature of Revelations 1 and 2, humanity with the first Revelation would
have continued on into its negative pathway of living, however, combining the first Revelation with
Revelation two, now humanity can embrace this turning point and commence its evolutionary
growth that has required two thousand years to put in place. This is the greatest event in the
history of humanity and very few are aware of such, until we enable others to become aware.
Negative Spirit Influence
blocked
22 March 2017
Law of Compensation
quickening
22 May 2017
Rebellion and Default
officially ended
31 January 2018
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Feelings First Spirituality
The New Way
Feelings First
FF
Feeling Free
The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality
Learn to live with God through your Feelings
Accept, express and long for the truth of your feelings
Be free in your feelings
Free your feelings from your mind’s control
Live true to your feelings; your feelings are your true self
Live true to yourself through your feelings

LOVE
TRUTH
LIFE

Live true to yourself by living true to your feelings.
Long for the truth of your feelings.
Accept / Express / Bring out ALL of your good, and most
importantly, BAD feelings.
Want to understand why you’re feeling them.
Use your surface feelings to take you deeper into your repressed
and hidden feelings.

LOVE
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The Feeling Way is the True Way.
Your feelings are your spiritual guide.
Your feelings will take you to God.

TRUTH

Your feelings will show you the truth of your relationships,
including your relationship with God; and if anything is wrong,
untrue and unloving, then why it is.
Our feelings are sacrosanct and we should respect them accordingly. And we should NEVER block
them out, ignore, override, banish, deny or reject them, because if we do, we’re only doing that to
ourselves, as Our Feelings Are Our Self.
Our feelings are the gateway to our soul. Our feelings are the closest we can get to our soul.
Knowing the truth of our feelings is knowing the truth of our soul, and knowing the truth of God.
Feelings First Spirituality is the True path for humanity.
It embraces all people.
It completely unifies the world.
Everyone can relate to everyone else through their feelings.
And we can all live the truth that comes from our feelings, all
sharing the same truths as we express and have the same feelings.
No one need be left out; no one is more special than anyone else –
we are all united in Truth through our feelings.
So with and through our truth we live our lives, therefore without
the need of any man‐made mind‐laws, rules and restrictions that limit self‐expression as inspired
by our feelings.

LIFE

The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality is what is to replace all man‐made, mind‐contrived
religions that so many people have enslaved themselves to. The New Way, Feelings First
Spirituality will set us free of all that control, ending the Rebellion and Default within ourselves as
we do our Feeling‐Healing, and ending such control and spiritual stagnation in the world.
Bring on the End Times – get it over and done with! Let’s all see that Jesus is not going to come
again, that Prophecy has failed all the mind‐controlled platforms. Allow such false systems of
belief to die their long‐awaited natural death, they’ve overstayed their welcome, it’s now time they
fade away. So let us show such antiquated, erroneous systems of belief the exit and bring on the
fresh liberation of discovering the truth of how we are to live for ourselves, each of us personally
in our lives, and all by looking to our own feelings for it. Self‐revelation through our feelings is the
way to go.
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The Way of the Mind is ending, and is really the End Times – the End of our mind control, and it’s
about time! With the Way of our Feelings replacing it.
The End Times means the end and therefore a New Beginning. And that new beginning is a whole
new Spiritual Age – an age based on self‐revelation of truth through one’s feelings, coupled with
and supported by higher revelations from the Celestial spirits, angels and nature spirits.

The Feelings First Spirituality is the True Way to God because it helps you get to know God,
helping you to reach out, connect and be personal with God, and do God’s Will, all through your
feelings. It is the only true way of getting to know the God of Feelings – our beloved Heavenly
Mother and Father, the Great Soul of Divine Love.

Love comes through our feelings and not our mind, as we’ve all been wrongly led to
believe.

Feelings First; then comes The Truth; then comes Love.
LOVE is the Religion of Feelings, being:

Feelings First Spirituality, The New Way
Great
U‐Turn
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LACK of SELF- LOVE:
A composite of:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

lack of self-worth
lack of self-acceptance
arrogance and pride
self-loath and hatred
lack of self-awareness.

Why one has imperfection in their natural love is due to an
extension of one of these traits, and all these traits relate back to
one single finite Truth, which in its cause is a lack of self-love.
The lack of self-love to one’s self is the cause, the root cause, on
why there is so much fear within individuals, the human world
and the lowest spheres in the spirit world. The individual will
have a memory that describes how this lack of self-love appears
and many people deny this existence of the lack of self-love within
themselves because it hurts too much to see it.

to OTHERS
to MYSELF

Strive to love others as I am to love

Our perfect soul is founded on natural love. Our soul may
become encased / encrusted in error bringing about lack of self
love. To dissolve the errors encrusting our perfect soul is by
growing in truth through the ongoing healing of one’s negative
state, by doing our Feeling-Healing of our toxic emotions. By
ending our feeling denial and healing any personality
expression denial we have.
The Mother and Father’s Divine Love will slowly strengthen
our resolve to perfect one’s own natural love, should we address
such errors. Slowly but surely, with the Divine Love, our soul’s
condition will grow and grow. With the Love this will fit one to
enter the Celestial Heavens, and beyond, being in the love of all
that surpasses man’s imagination. Try the experiment.
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Natural Love Flow
Divine Love Flow
Natural love is Creation’s love;
Divine Love is Soul’s love.
One can swap back and forwards between paths
I am God
Intellectual
Self reliant (trust myself)
Self-determination way of life
Mind dominates
Thinking = Mechanistic
rational
analysis
reductionist
linear
Values = Mechanistic
expansion
competition
quantity
domination
Adult like
Control
Millions of paths (man created)
Peak possibility is 6th sphere
time to complete path:
100 years to over 1,000 years

I am God’s son/daughter/child
Emotional
God reliant (God relationship)
Soul-spirit living harmony
Soul dominates
Thinking = Holistic
intuitive
synthesis
integrative
non-linear
Values = Holistic
conservation
co-operation
quality
partnership
Child like
Feeling
Defined path (God created)
Peak possibility is infinity
(sphere / dimension are same)
5 years to over 10 years to at-onement
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE:
158. On the Immutable Spirit Law that Sustains the Spirit Body

7 December 2012

There is much confusion about the interaction of spirits with humans. This is quite understandable
because so few people have truly been able to identify the immutable (unchangeable) Spirit Laws that
function and act as a conditional harmony between all mortal spirits and peoples of the Earth.
When one understands the nature of the Divine Love experience and the fact that the Divine Love
relates directly with all existing immutable Spirit Laws, then, all that defines the individual emerges
with a true perspective of insight and knowledge. From the experience of natural love in a human
without any awareness or knowledge of the Divine Love, one will be diminished in their capacity as
understanding how these immutable Spirit Laws work and work they do to provide a mortal universal
harmony between the human world and the spirit world.
The reason I mention this is to state that the individual human personality in its forming has the attribute
of soul and spirit body to it and the spirit body is robust and a true existing body of real form, of real
spirit energy, of real substance and image. I along with Celestial spirits can see your spirit bodies
clearly and easily, and each spirit body to each individual clearly reveals to us, the condition of the soul,
which instantly tells us the overall condition of the mortal personality to its condition of forming. I can
see if a spirit body has commenced its change by the receipt of the Divine Love or a change in a
progressed natural soul condition.
The spirit body is a bone-fide attribute and the most important attribute for the survival of the human
personality. This means that to the forming of a spirit body, there is an immutable Law that protects
each spirit body whilst in a human experience from any influence from a spirit in the spirit world. It has
been revealed to you that no spirit can impose their personality over a human and this is true, for a
particular immutable Spirit Law in its function prevents this from happening and this helps to maintain a
harmony between spirits and the human experience. The only presence from the spirit world that can
interface with the surface of the spirit body of a human is love and the immutable Spirit Laws allow for
this form of communication.
There is a very good reason why the Father / Source Soul has set in place these Spirit Laws and in
particular, the one that protects the human spirit body. The spirit body is the body in which the attribute
of soul and attributes of personality survive a human life and the transition into the mortal spirit world.
If the spirit body or the surface of the spirit body, were damaged or interfered with or in any way
interrupted, this could have dire consequences on the personality contained within the spirit body. If
spirits were able to penetrate the spirit body and interfere with the personality contained to it, then this
could cause a massive transgression that would be potentially capable of disrupting attributes such as the
memory, awareness, or cognitive aspects and reality and function in a personality.
I understand that fear forms part of human experience. There is a natural fear for survival and there is
fear caused by personality. It is impossible because of the immutable Spirit Laws that act on each spirit
body, for a personality in the spirit world to interfere or inhabit the space inside a human spirit body.
Any kind of spirit possession is absurd and rests in the imagination of the mortal. Two independent
personalities, one being a spirit and the second being a human person cannot inhabit the one same spirit
body. The immutable Spirit Law that acts upon the surface of each spirit body, human and the spirit
prevents any such violation from ever happening. The only thing that causes a perception of possession
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is the fear that already exists in the human personality and or the human imposing fear to fight the
existing fear.
Love in its natural and Divine forms, is in their essence a harmony and the existing spirit body that each
individual has is like the soul and personality, a sovereign domain to each individual.
Your Celestial friend and teacher, Luke
159. Communication between Spirits and People

8 December 2012

Communication between spirits and people obviously transpires. You can receive my thoughts,
impressions, perceptions and your spirit body is in no way compromised in its integrity.
Can you receive negative input from a spirit? Of course you can. Your soul perceptions will
decipher and discern the information and if the input is coming from a negative source, and you were to
receive direct communication from a spirit in poor condition, the impression would stem from the
condition of this individual and you would be able to receive it, as you receive harmonious input. The
downside to this type of communication is the evidence and effect on your spirit body and energies
caused by being in communication with a soul in poor condition. However, in your (the medium
receiving this particular message) case because you understand the way the Divine Love works in your
life and the related immutable Spirit Laws, the only reason a spirit in poor condition would be in
communication with you would be for that spirit to learn about the potential of progression and the
Divine Love that will improve their poor condition.
Simply because one is a spirit in no way infers that that spirit is necessarily more advanced or
progressed in their soul condition by the mere fact of local environment. A person living in their
awareness of the Divine Love will be in better condition of soul and spirit body than any spirit residing
in the spirit world living in only their natural condition of natural love. Spirits in poor soul condition
can communicate with you if you allowed this communication to happen.
Celestial spirits never impose upon your asking to do a work such as this work, The Divine Universe.
You have asked to be of service and so we can effectively communicate with you and the harmony of
this work is an example in the way we are all living in our awareness of Divine Love.
If you (the medium) were to communicate with a spirit in poor condition, it would be because you have
asked to provide this service and the individual would be able to interact with you in the correct and
only way in which the Spirit Law of Rapport and Communication works and the spirit in poor condition
in this communication, can in no way impose or establish any action resulting in your spirit body to lose
its integrity. It must be said here that individual spirits in poor condition are so weakened by fear and
isolation as their soul condition reflects in their spirit body, that a spirit in poor condition will find it
difficult to be in rapport with the Spirit Law of Rapport and Communication between spirits and people.
As it has been stated to you before, the immutable Spirit Laws form the boundary between the spirit
world and the human world and no spirit can act of them selves in an independent manner outside of
these immutable Spirit Laws. Even the Master (Jesus) is to comply as he does with these immutable
Spirit Laws and under no circumstances can fear override or overrule, divert or take the place of these
immutable workings.
As you (the medium) have progressed in this experience of our Celestial communications you have been
able to determine that no harmful side effects have resulted. You are both (two mediums receiving these
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messages together) in good soul condition as we who communicate are as well, the Divine Love being
true to us all and the activation of the Spirit Law of Rapport and Communication demonstrates how
cohesively we all work together when Divine Love is living in our souls. Even if you were to receive a
communication from a spirit in poor soul condition such as a soul from the lowest of the natural
Spheres, there would be no residual side effects transpiring in your spirit body or attributes of your
personality. In fact, I dare say you would handle this communication in a manner that represents and is
reflective of caring for another who maybe in their impoverished state, actually asking for a helping
hand and guiding word. We actually service the needs of these individuals who are present when we
write together as many are brought along to hear our words, these same very words that I am writing
with you.
I would like to add here that I know that you are aware of the Indwelling Spirit. These works are not
works caused into form by your Indwelling Spirit. These works have their origin in and from living
personalities. The reason for this, and a good reason too, the Indwelling Spirit cannot demonstrate
living in the Divine Love. We can and we do because the experience of the Eternal Father’s Divine
Love is real to us and therefore, when others come to read these works this vision and awareness
conveyed in these works may sound a note of truth in another who has embraced their experience of
living with the Divine Love.
[The Indwelling Spirit helps the Father reveal more of the Father to individual souls so that what is
absolute and Eternal can be communicated with so that the Father is not inanimate and unknowable.
The Indwelling Spirit helps adjust the spirit body as the changes occur as the soul condition of the
individual is progressively transformed by the Divine Love.]
http://new-birth.net/spiritual-subjects/indwelling-spirit/
Poor spirits are miserable souls and their environment is a diminished Sphere compared with the other
Natural Spheres. We are consoled in the fact that God in the forming of the mortal spirit world has
provided these diminished Spheres for the poor soul to reside in, in their disharmony though they cannot
cause or create any further disharmony to the Sphere or anyone resident in the Sphere.
If one understands the vision of the Spheres as personality environments, where progression in Love,
Spirit and Harmony is the way for all souls, then the more progressed spirits live with real vision and
universal experience compared to the least progressed who have no vision at all and cannot relate with
the universal realities of harmony, Love and Spirit. When I visited these Spheres I could see the discord
that individuals were living in. I needed to bear in mind that these individuals in their retched condition
are still part of humanity and souls of the Father. Each individual has placed themselves there, by their
actions of living in their human life. I have never heard of a natural spirit from the First Sphere to the
Sixth Sphere creating any discord that results in that individual being sent to the Hells below. Just as
each individual has put them selves in these Spheres they can change as potential exists so they can
progress out of their condition. The immutable Spirit Laws function in these Spheres as they do on
Earth or in any of the Spheres and The Spirit and The Divine Love are as present in these Spheres as
present in any domain where mortal personality lives. I am afraid to say that these individuals in the
appearance of their spirit body are incredibly small. It is testimony to the personality the soul and the
spirit body to survive in such impoverished conditions and testimony to the fact that God’s workings
still function so that the personality can survive when the individual has done absolutely nothing at all to
change their situation.
In keeping with the vision of harmony stated in the spirit writings of James Padgett (Book of Truths by
Joseph Babinsky), the mortal harmony in the spirit world will be realised and fulfilled when there are no
more individuals living in such contradistinction to the universal harmony of Love and Spirit. All I can
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say is that each individual will be given ample opportunity to increase their potential and then if not it’s
in the lap of the Father. For just as God can cause a personality into existence by the workings of the
Spirit Conduits that function to form attributes such as mind and spirit-mind, The Father is the only
authority in all of creation who can work another attribute of Spirit Law that undoes a personality, soul
and spirit body that was once formed. In the powers of mortal creation, mortal personality doesn’t have
a say in affairs that extend beyond its own material creation.
The student of the history of the Divine Love will have learnt that the Father once withdrew the
potential for humans and spirits to receive the Divine Love. When it comes to such vast and extensive
workings the Father does act and will act and is in this regard, no respecter of personality especially
when the personality may choose to continue denying the very source of its own soul life.
Thank you for receiving my message this morning, and this may add some interest into the subject of
communication, the spirit body, some conditions of spirit life and the question of mortal existence.
Your Celestial friend, Egln
83.

Wrongdoing

16 October 2012

The condition for evil only exists in a human experience. As a potential for wrongdoing this human
experience is not continued in the mortal spirit world. The acting Spirit Laws prevents any further
subsequent wrongdoing and, one to another anywhere in the mortal spirit world cannot impose such vile
actions. The Spirit Laws of Harmony prevent any further contravention between individuals. The
grossness of such actions as imposed by individuals only transpires in a human life. Such actions affect
the soul condition and that individual remains in that condition until the action of the Law of
Compensation alleviates that condition for the perpetrator of such action and deed has chosen to
progress back into harmony. As in all consequences of human living, the soul is present and any such
action for good or bad, form part of that individual’s condition. The full spectrum of human experience
and condition in terms of consequences never exceed the present Spirit Laws and there is never more
evidence of this than in the lowest Spheres that are the environments formed by God for such depraved
individuals to reside in, so that harmony remains the integrity between all mortal Spheres. The universal
potential for change and progression is always present and the divinity of God will help bring about
change. Whilst the actions of men and women may result for such transgressive behaviour, the
responsibility for all human actions rests with the individual and part of the universal harmony in which
all humans and spirits reside in at its most fundamental experience, is never stagnate, for this provides
the individual with the potential for change.
Jesus of the Celestial Heaven
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The Indwelling Spirit and the New-Birth.
June 25th, 2008, Melbourne Australia

http://new-birth.net/spiritual-subjects/indwelling-spirit/
Received by Nicholas Arnold.

I have been with you most of this morning and now we can resume our work together on this subject.
Both you and Zara are in the presence of Divine Love and your respective soul condition is very good to
receive. In receiving these Messages it is also important to note that you are not in a trance nor do I take
control of your physical attributes to convey my message. You are cognitive and for the most part it is a
shared communication where your soul and its perceptions listen to my discourse which you then
communicate. This is the way you have received all your messages from the Divine Love spirits.
The Father loves nothing more than individuals learning about the individual and Eternal nature of the
Father. The Divine Love begins this learning in a definitive way and this continues as the soul condition
changes with the receipt of Divine Love. The Father's Soul is the existence of an Absolute Eternal
presence with attributes that create all that has become the Realms in all their expression and experience
in Universal creation. The Indwelling Spirit helps the Father reveal more of the Father to individual
souls so that what is absolute and Eternal can be communicated with so that the Father is not inanimate
and unknowable. The simplest way for a soul to begin knowing the Father is through the Divine Love.
Celestial spirits who have a real understanding of the effects of Divine Love in their soul move into the
way of spirit love. Celestial spirits are in the Divine Love of the Father actively participating with the
Father's Spirit that has become personalised and relates to the mind attribute of their soul. Spirit love is
a reality because the physical environment that exists on Earth is not present. The Indwelling Spirit
helps us to engage in the greater spirit realities that are pertinent to our existence and these realities
increase as we progress in towards the Father. We do communicate with each other in a soul-to-soul
spirit-to-spirit form of exchange which does not involve the construct of Earthly mortal language, it is a
spirit language which we learn as we progress in soul condition, and the language of spirit becomes
more realised. When the Indwelling Spirit communicates with us, it is instantaneous and active as a
spirit-soul experience and so, we understand that the voice of the Father is actively communicating with
us in the language of spirit and our soul accepts and understands this for our rapport with the Father is
solid in Divine Love and our own soul's personalisation of this Love.
To provide a definitive understanding that defines the attribute that is the Indwelling Spirit and why this
attribute is distinct from the Divine Love of the Father is in the teaching that Jesus has conveyed in the
Padgett Messages that the Holy Spirit conveys into a mortal soul the Divine Love and the Holy Spirit, as
an attribute given by the Father, works solely in this way. The Indwelling Spirit in its function does not
convey the Divine Love into a mortal soul nor does it interact with the Holy Spirit that excludes the
Divine Love of the Father. The Indwelling Spirit helps adjust the spirit body as the changes occur as the
soul condition of the individual is progressively transformed by the Divine Love. This Truth is essential
insofar as understanding the Indwelling Spirit and the New-Birth.
With love,
Your Celestial friend,
Ezekiel

Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE:
305. Contact with the spirit world

17 February 2013

I am here to write on the various Spirit Laws that exist to maintain the harmony between spirits and
people. You are now aware that there is a diversity of Spirit Laws, and that each distinct Spirit Law
works its function so that boundaries exist in the spirit world and between the spirit world and the
human world. There are Spirit Laws that are distinct in their working in the Celestial Heavens that do
not exist or have any need of existence in the social natural Spheres where mortal personalities reside.
The distinction made here clearly defines the reality of those individuals who are in their social-natural
love or with the Immortal Divine Love and progressing through these Spheres.
It is paramount that any mortal spirit does not interfere with a developing human personality. God, in
the forming of the mortal spirit world, has given form and principle to this spirit world of which one
such principle of Law is that no disharmony will be created or caused by spirit on a human or any other
mortal spirit.
Harmony exists between the Spheres and residing personalities cannot act or impose their will in a
manner that is contradistinctive to the very distinct Spirit Laws that govern the harmony present in all
Spheres. Many people do not know that such boundaries exist in the mortal spirit world, nor do they
know that every single mortal or Immortal personality is subject to these distinctive and diverse Spirit
Laws. People who desire to learn about the spirit world have many ideas about spirits and the spirit
world, and a great error in thinking by people, is to believe interference happens that is derogative to a
forming human personality caused by a spirit’s thought, energy or action.
Many people have had experiences involving spirit that cannot be easily explained and usually in a
human experience, the little known Spirit Law of Assistance, which the Creator alone operates, has at
times helped or intervened or ended or commenced something that appears ‘not of the human world’ to
have happened. This Law is solely subject to God and no spirit can interfere with the working of this
Law. This Law, as in all God’s Spirit Laws, can only act in accord with the Source that has caused these
Laws to exist in the first place, and this Source is God the Soul. Spirit can work with some of the Spirit
Laws such as I am doing now, as I work with the Spirit Law of Rapport and Communication with the
receiver of this message.
Mortal and Immortal spirits cannot sneak from the spirit world into the human world to cause or wreak
havoc. We cannot attack or cause bodily harm, or cause disruption to a forming human personality. We
cannot interfere with a person’s dream state whilst they are sleeping, nor can we encourage any human
to act in a manner that violates the very universal principles of love spirit and harmony. No spirit can
interfere with or disrupt the Divine Love and the Spirit that conveys this Love into a human soul. The
Spirit, or as some of you like to refer to this Spirit as the Holy Spirit, cannot be interfered with in Its’
working by any mortal or Immortal personality.
People cannot astral travel or travel at will or in their dreams through the spirit world. In all my years, I
have never seen or met a person from the human world in the spirit world who is astral travelling, or
whilst in their sleep state, travelling of a focus of their astral body. People would like to believe this
happens, but it doesn’t happen. The reason for this rests solely in the fact that the only way a
personality can visit the spirit world is in their spirit body when their physical body dies. People can
form true perceptions of the spirit world by the use of their soul perceptions and spirit senses, so that
such detail is seen that the human material mind may think or believe that it has actually visited the
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spirit world. The very Laws that form the human personality that includes the incarnation of soul and
forming of the unique spirit body are the same Laws that protect the soul and spirit body so that the
developing personality can form even though the physical condition of each person differ, and these
same Spirit Laws prevent the personality or aspects of the personality from separating from itself or for
one to leave their spirit body and relocate in their finite form in the spirit world whilst still in their
physical body. The spirit-senses in a spirit body, if they are active, can provide real image and living
energy into the reality of the living spirit energy that makes up the spirit world. This can appear so real
that a person may actually think they are there, but it is only the activity of the spirit body and soul
condition causing these experiences to become visible in the brain of the individual.
When we communicate with people, the receiver may work with the essence of our spirit-vision and
their spirit-vision forms a living reality into the existence of spirit universal realities, and so the
experience of time changes and one touches on the essence of spirit, whilst retaining their habit of
physical and material experiences of time.
Making contact with the spirit world is a kaleidoscope of colour for most people. We understand this. I
have seen many spirits converse with people over the years or interact with people and the unseen
boundaries of God’s Spirit Laws always present. I have never seen a disharmonious act committed by a
spirit on a human. I understand that when a person becomes a spirit, in their time of integrating their
new life, the individual can be in a fit of rage or angry or sad, because they feel the human life was over
before its time. I have seen how these individuals communicate with mediums and whilst they are
demonstrative in their action, they cannot force the Spirit Law that envelops them to change.
I know that people believe all sorts of things and that experiences and events have happened that cannot
be easily explained and that defy the border of human experience, and that such experiences are
determined as having been caused or influenced by spirits. My advice would be to begin receiving the
Divine Love and gradually learning how the natural and the Divine Love work and from this position, to
see how the harmony of the spirit world functions so that each personality in the spirit world in their
respective environment is harmoniously living to the due fact of their soul condition.
There are no dark elements or conspiracies or hidden secrets keeping humans away from the spirit
world. Everything has its place and the universe is a transparent place. For God lives with
transparency, only that it requires our soul condition to develop with transparency, so that each one of us
can learn to see the true nature of Love and Spirit and the way harmony is present from the Source to
each finite soul.
With love,
A Celestial spirit
David
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DIVINE LOVE:

http://www.fcdt.org/divinelove.htm

The words "Divine Love" have been used in many contexts to convey different meanings. But in the
context of our Heavenly Father, Divine Love is the greatest gift in all the universe. It transcends all else
that can assist humankind fulfil their dreams of happiness and have them resolved within themselves.
God's Divine Love is the one thing in all of God's infinite universe that can bring about eternal life and
everlasting happiness in the Celestial Kingdom.
What is Divine Love?
The Divine Love differs from the natural love of man with which he was endowed when created, which
belongs to all humans, and which they all possess in a more or less perfect condition in this: that the
Divine Love is that Love which belongs to or is a part of God, possessing His Nature and composed of
His Substance, and which, when possessed by a human soul to a sufficient degree, makes him divine
and of the nature of God.
What is the New Birth?
The New Birth is simply the effect of the flowing of this Divine Love of the Father into the soul of a
man and the disappearing of everything that tends to sin and error. As the Divine Love takes possession
of the soul, sin and error disappear. It, the soul, becomes of a quality like the Great Soul of the Father.
And with the Soul of the Father being Divine and immortal in Its quality of Love, so, when the soul of
man becomes possessed of this quality of Love, the soul being the man, this soul becomes divine also.
Then, the image becomes the substance; the mortal becomes the immortal; and the soul of man, as to
love and hope, becomes a part of the Father's Divinity.

How does one receive the Divine Love?
The only way is simply this: that men shall believe with all the sincerity of their minds and souls that
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this great Love of the Father is waiting to be bestowed upon each and all of them; and that when they
come to the Father in faith and earnest aspirations, this Love will not be withholden from them. And, in
addition to this belief, that they pray with all the earnestness and longings of their souls that the Father
will open up their souls to the inflowing of this Love, and that then may come the Holy Spirit to them to
bring this Love into their souls in such abundance that their souls may be transformed into the very
Essence of the Father's Love. The soul who will thus believe and pray will never be disappointed, and
the Way to the Kingdom will be his as certainly as that the sun shines by day upon the just and unjust
alike.
Take the test.
Too often we are told to believe something based on what we are told. You don't have to "believe"
anymore. Now you can have physical proof of the existence of God and His Love for you?
"test my teachings that the Father’s Love was now available, and pray for it to the Father
in earnest prayer, and see whether, if this was done in sincerity, the Father’s Love,
conveyed through the Holy Spirit, would burn and glow in the soul, by which sign they
would realize His Love was present therein." – Jesus
http://www.fcdt.org/Publications/NTRJ/ntr_1_9_22.htm
Date: June 14 and November 5, 1955
Medium:
Dr. Daniel G Samuels
Publication: New Testament Revelations of Jesus of Nazareth, p. 22

Take it to heart – earnestly pray for God's Divine Love and feel the glowing of His Love in your soul.
Jesus gave us the Prayer for Divine Love to help us in our prayers to the Father.

Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.
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EXPERIENCING RECEIVING DIVINE LOVE:
Be still and quiet; reflect in silence. Love is present. Keep asking,
longing, and never cease: this is your part. It is your cooperation
actively engaged that brings the transformation and continues the
process.
You cannot see it; sometimes you will experience it as simple
quietness and calmness. This is as pure and real as any other
experience, whether demonstrative joy through laughter and
dance, or other expressions.
Divine Love is present; it is always present. It does not fade or
disappear. Rest, relax and breathe. Pray and wait.
Maintain daily prayer and meditation. When you do this you are
building a home for the dwelling of the Divine Love. Your
continual invitations establish an attitude of welcome to the Divine
Love. These build a bridge for the Divine Love to carry you to new
and higher levels of change and transformation: places of new
realms for your soul growth and development.
The Voice of Divine Love
≈≈≈≈≈
As the receiving of the Love is always assured when longed for and
asked for, the experience of receiving may become apparent by the
occurrence of a warming embrace in the region of the third eye chakra,
or with some, around the heart chakra region. This may be very subtle
and gentle for some and may be for a few moments or extend for some
time. Many do not physically feel the Love embracing them and this is
totally fine, nevertheless the Love is being received.
On a few occasions, one may feel the love through the third eye region
and then feel it expand as if it were to become a warming buzzing ‘hat
band’ progressively expanding around one’s head. This can intensify
and feel as though one’s cranium is about to pop off! Should this
continue to intensify, then the sensation may flow down one’s main
meridian to the base of one’s spine. Now that is something else! Relax
and enjoy the great gift for this can be an experience that may continue
for a short while or for quite some time.
Always, when one longs for the Love, it will shower over one’s body
and be absorbed in through the spirit body chakras into one’s soul.
Occasionally the Love will overflow from one’s soul and some will
reside within one’s spirit body. At no time will you be discomforted.
This light golden blue energy substance is the ultimate high octane
super fuel gifted to us by our Mother and Father to us all.
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DIVINE LOVE – what does it do?
The divine gift from asking for and receiving Divine Love will steadily, but with certainty, raises one’s
quality of life and also of all those around such person who is seeking and receiving this love.
The receiving of Divine Love, which is a substance, with certainty, progressively:


























Raises one’s love for those around them, whilst embracing one’s Feeling Healing.
Raises one’s perception of all things – naturally grows one’s intelligence – soul intelligence.
Enables one to feel and resolve negative emotional issues more readily during Feeling Healing.
Humility becomes self evident. Humility enables one to feel their errors and emotions.
Divine Love strengthens one’s resolve to express errors, emotional injuries and untruths.
Divine Love with Feeling Healing to remove emotional errors, enhances one’s health.
Divine Love enables one to become more childlike – not adult serious at all times.
Divine Love raises one’s capability of feeling – no longer needing to be mind controlling.
By becoming feeling orientated, one no longer is mind / intellectually dominated.
The strength to fight and overcome sin and error is strengthened through the Divine Love.
The Law of Compensation process is more resolved by Feeling Healing with Divine Love.
Receipt of Divine Love grows one’s faith, beliefs become faith and then knowing.
As our faith grows our intensity to ask and then receive Divine Love grows.
We begin to follow our passions and desires, no longer fear and mind driven.
Truth being told at all times then progressively becomes a way of life.
Our quality of life blossoms, our finances and relationships prosper.
Man creates his own environment, seeking Divine Love can vastly improve one’s environment.
Health carers receiving Divine Love enhance healing outcomes beyond comprehension.
Receiving Divine Love may assist in bringing a struggling marriage back into harmony.
You progressively become dependent upon our Heavenly Parents, not self dependent.
Personal growth in love directly assists the soul condition growth of one’s children.
Divine Love assists one’s rate of soul condition to progress whilst embracing Feeling Healing.
Divine Love is a substance that changes the human soul to that of the Divine.
Without Divine Love, one cannot progress into the Celestial Spheres (8th sphere and higher).
Divine Love, with Feeling Healing, enables everlasting Love and Life in the Celestial Heavens.

“The Law of Compensation doesn’t operate on isolated actions, but on the overall condition of people’s
souls, because the deeds are the consequence of this condition. Our behaviour is the reflection of our
souls. Never see isolated deeds, always see souls whose condition leads to certain deeds. It is the soul
condition which determines the motive and consequently the action. It is our lack of trust in God, this
ultimate and definitive trust, which only soul development may give us. This lack is why we suffer.”
Judas of Kerioth 5th October 2001
As you grow in love, illness issues abate, financial security improves, and your treatment of your fellow
man is the same as how you would like to be treated. You grow in natural intelligence, your perception
on many subjects becomes profoundly more loving and supportive of and for your way of life and how
you interact with your fellow man.
This quality of life and love permeates and extends into every facit of your physical life and continues to
grow as you progress on your journey within the spirit world.
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Your capabilities to ask for and receive Divine Love is a gift between you and your creator, God. You
do not need an intermediator, nor do you need to join with any organisation. This is your own personal
journey and experience. You can share this with others, but no one can take it away from you.
This Love will elevate the human soul to a condition that it may perceive the spiritual truths which God
has waiting to be revealed to His children who aspire to understand the nature of the divine and what
their true relationship to Him and their family of souls is.
“Keep faith with God, and be open to His Love, and you will overcome with confidence and, indeed,
peace of mind, optimism and happiness, those circumstances that seem to mar the fulfilment of your
years.” Mary (mother)
http://new-birth.net/samuels-messages/53-revelations/revelation-14-prophecies-of-daniel-ntr13/
The Father’s Gift of Love:
Be still and know that Divine Love is flowing like a river, flowing into you and me, flowing out into the
dessert setting every captive free.
It is so simple yet it is true. Divine Love is the energy from God that sets us free to love each other as
God loves us. We experience this love in many ways. The opening bud of a flower, the playfulness of a
child, the embrace of loved ones, the grandeur of the universe, in so many different ways that we took
for granted before we sought Divine Love.
Divine Love is energy flowing from the soul of God into our soul when we long for it. Sometimes the
joy flows through us like a shiver down the spine. Sometimes it is just sublime flow of peacefulness.
There are many ways of experiencing Divine Love, but always we know that Divine Love is flowing
like a river, flowing into you and me.
‘The difference between what are regarded as two paths, the Natural Love Path and the Divine
Love Path, is, essentially, the amount of Divine Love that beings have been able to acquire.’
Quote from Celestial Spirit Richard 22 Dec 2012

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.

Our Heavenly Mother and Father simply desire for us to ask for Their Love.
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To liberate one’s real self, one’s will, being one’s soul, is by embracing Feeling Healing
so to clear emotional injuries and errors. With the Divine Love, then one is also Soul
Healing. We are to feel our feelings, identify what they are, accept and fully
acknowledge that we’re feeling them, express them fully, all whilst longing for the
truth they are to show us.
Our salvation IS by embracing Feeling Healing with the Divine Love.
God's Divine Love: Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.
Please Mother and Father, may I receive Your LOVE.
“Every day is a day of devotion.”
Follow your heart, follow your love and do that in loving action, your inner love leads in your asking
the Soul of God to receive a little of the Love to strengthen one’s resolve to heal.

“I love you Father.” “Let the Divine Love proclaim its energy into my soul.”
“Mother – Father, I desire your Love and I am loving you.”
“Soul God, I love you and I love receiving and experiencing your Divine Love.”
“True Soul God, I am here, I am aware of your Love. Please hear my aspiration for
your Love and as I approach you from my soul, I can feel your Love in the way that you
are loving my soul.”
Try it; give the Feeling Healing and Love a go! If you want to shine, receive the Love.
One can simply receive the Love without following any religious or spiritual teaching taught by man!
Emotional errors and injuries cause encrustment around the soul, the soul is never damaged however,
the encrustments retard love energy flow to and from the soul. Feeling Healing melts such injuries.

Three Great Truths:

God is Soul, being our Heavenly Mother and Father;
that each individual soul is a duplex – both male and female;


and Feeling Healing with Divine Love is the pathway to Paradise.
PRAYER for DIVINE LOVE:
library download pages at
www.pascashealth.com
Kindly visit the library download pages at www.pascashealth.com as further recordings are added.
Should you click on the audio files, you will also be able to download the audio file onto your computer.
Prayer for Divine Love – from the Padgett Messages
(Medical – Spiritual References)
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/Prayer%20for%20Divine%20Love%20from%20the%20Padgett%20Messages.mp3

The Voice of Divine Love
(Medical – Spiritual References)
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/The%20Voice%20Of%20Divine%20Love.m4a
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Prayer for Divine Love: (extract)
“We pray that Thou will open up our souls to the inflowing of Thy love, and that
then may come Thy Holy Spirit to bring into our souls this, Thy love in great
abundance, until our souls shall be transformed into the very essence of
Thyself; and that there may come to us faith--such faith as will cause us to
realize that we are truly Thy children and one with Thee in very substance and
not in image only.”

Oliver Twist asked:
Please, sir, I want some more!
Maybe we should simply ask:
Please, Mother and Father, I want
some more!

Whilst we are receiving the Father’s Divine Love, and that this Love is causing change within
our soul
and spirit
the greatest
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In this physical world, many people can see the auric field around one’s
body, this is the reflection of the spirit body which remains attached to our
soul for all time. The soul is not visible to us, nor is it visible to the spirit
person with its enhanced senses. The soul, depicted below, reflects through
the spirit body which continues as our vessel for future growth upon the
separation from our physical body. The separation of the spirit body from
the physical body results in the death of the physical body.
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LUMINOSITY of the SOUL grows with LOVE:
DIVINE LOVE is a SUBSTANCE
CREATOR,
MOTHER,
FATHER,
GOD.
Divine Love
is delivered
through the
Holy Spirit,
should you
ask for
Their Love.
Angels actually
do not have
wings.

Father
Mother

Your
soul can
be
likened
to a
plasma
ball.

Soul releases
errors and
negative
emotions via
one’s Feeling
One’s soul can grow from the
Healing with
condition of a dark dried up pea
Divine
to that of a Celestial Angel by
Love.
asking for and receiving Divine
Love. Divine Love changes the
essence of the soul to that of the
Divine.
Nothing else can do this.

Divine Love
Flowing

MoC
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SPHERES of PARADISE

INFINITE and UNIVERSAL SPHERES

ETERNAL SPHERES
Soul spheres
are not
numbered.

CELESTIAL HEAVENS

The New Birth =
Peak Sphere =

6
4

NATURAL
LOVE
SPHERES

Soul spheres
are to:

2
1

Become at one with God: sphere 8
7
5
3

Spirit body
spheres are
1–7
DIVINE
LOVE
SPHERES

Earth sphere is for
the physical body.
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LOVE and LIGHT: The luminosity of a loving soul shines through the spirit body.

